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1. Introduction
The object of this paper is to studythe behaviorof a solutionto a systemof
equations,dv/dt= F(v), v a real 3-vector,as this solution
ordinarydifferential
approachesa criticalpointP. The motionof the solutionwill be projectedonto
a unit sphereD around P, and the limitsets of the resultingprojectedmotion
will be studied.These limitsets, whichcharacterizethe asymptoticbehaviorof
the solutionas it tends to P, will turnout to be closelyrelatedto the solutions
equations definedon D. It will
of a certain2-dimensionalsystemof differential
be proved,forexample,that the limitset of the projectedmotionmust contain
some critical points of this 2-dimensionalsystem,or else be a closed curve.
Hence any solutiontendingto P musteitherreturnarbitrarilyoftenarbitrarily
near certainspecial directions,or else spiral asymptoticallyto a cone whose
vertexis P.
The behaviorof a trajectorytendingto a criticalpointP in 2-space is known
from[1]. The trajectoryeithertends to P asymptoticallytangentto some line,
or else spirals infinitely
oftenaround P. The behaviorin 3-space will turn out
to be considerablymore varied. Certain of the theoremsto be obtained for
3-space are valid also in higherdimensions.
2. The set L(v)
Considerthe equation

(1)

d=

dt

F(v)

=

(v),

whereF(v) is a real analyticvectorfunctionof the real 3-vectorv, v = (x, y, z),
in some neighborhoodof the origin,and F8(v) is the vectorwhose components
are the termsof degrees in x, y, and z. We can assume that the criticalpointP
is at the origin,so F(O) = Fo(O) = 0, with 0 the zero vector.Also let m > 0
be the firstintegerforwhichF8(v) is not identicallyzero.
Now let v(t) be a solutionofequation (1) tendingto P as t -? o. The behavior
of v(t) will be studiedby projectingits motiononto the unit sphereD aroundP.
Let v(t) = o(t)u(t) wherea is the normof v and u is a unit vector. Then, as
We
v(t) -* P, u(t) traces out a path on D whichmay of coursebe self-crossing.
will definethe set L(v) of limitingdirectionsof approach of the solutionv(t) to
be the positivelimitset of the motionu(t) on D. Thus a point uo on the unit
sphereis a limitingdirectionof approach of the motionv(t) if and only if there
is a sequence tn. t4, > o, such that u(tn) >_UO.
* This work was carried out under Officeof Naval Research Contract N6ori-105, Task
Order V, Mathematics Department, Princeton University.
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If in the 2-dimensionalcase we formthe one sphereD1 of unit vectors,and
defineL on this, then the resultsmentionedin the introductionassert that L
is eithera singlepoint of D1, or all D1. On D1 then the possiblestructuresfor
L are verylimited.We will tryto see what structuresare possibleforL on D.

3. E and E'
Let v' denotepointsin a second real 3-dimensionalvectorspace E', and let a'
denotepointson its unit sphereD'. Let i be the mappingof E' onto the original
space E which sends v' into the vectorin E with the same components.Then
the mappingj: o'u - > au; o' = 1 + a, iu' = u, sendsD' and its exteriorontothe
originalspace E, withD' goinginto P. Outside D' howeverthe map is one-one
and analytic at every point, so there is an inverse,and this inversecarriesa
solutionv(t) of (1) into a motionv'(t) in E'. Also as v(t) tends to P, v'(t) tends
to D'.
As v(t) satisfies(1), v(t) = o(t)u(t), and o(t) = (v(t),v(t))+we have
(u, F(v))

do=

(2)

du

dt

1

=u-

a,

{F(v) - (u, F(v))u},

withthe roundbracketdenotingscalar product.Arrangingin powersof a gives

(3)

dodt=

0

asT(u,F.(u))

E8=m

du =

(u{F8)-

(uF8(u))u},

so foro' > 1 the motionv'(t) = o'(t)u'(t) satisfies
do = ES=m (o'
(4)

du'
dt=

0

=m

(o-

-

1)8(u', F, (ut))

1)8 {F8(u')

-

(u', F8(u'))u'}.

4. The set L(v')
Since as t -* o, v'(t)tends to D', the ordinarypositivelimitset of v'(t)consists of points on the unit sphereD'. This set will be called L(v'). A point u0
such that v'(tn)-* u0 . Clearly
is in L(v') ifand onlyifthereis a sequencetn-o
if thereis such a sequence then o'(tn) -* 1, and u'(tn) -* u . Hence for v(t),
0 and u(tn) = iu'(tn) - iu' . Thereforeby the definitionof L(v), if uo
-(t*)
is in L(v'), iuo is in L(v) and conversely.ThereforeL(v) = iL(v') and L(v') may
be studiedin place of L(v).
It will be usefulto reparametrizethe motionsv'(t) in E' whilepreservingunchangedthe limitsets L(v'). For thiswe need the followingsimpleremark.Considertwo analyticvectorfieldsV1and V2 definedthroughoutthe same regionR
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and whichdifferon some open set A of R only by a continuouspositivescalar
factor.If p is a point of A the fieldsdefinetwo motionsthroughp whosetrajectoriescoincideas long as theyremainin A. If both motionsremainalways in A
theywill both have the same positivelimitset.
Now the equations
do-

(5)

du'

dt =

8

F8(u'))u'

1)8-m+ (,

(ET'

-

('00

1)'-m{F8(u') -(u,

(u'))

},

are definedthroughoutE' and differ
fromequations (4) by the factor(a' -l)
whichis positiveforo' > 1. Since v(t) in E tends to P as t -* oc, v'(t) tendsto
D' and so lies always in the regiono' > 1. If we take a point p on v'(t) and the
trajectoryv"(t) of (5) throughit, it too will tend to D' as t increases.However
it can not reach D' at any finitetime to, foron D' do'/dt = 0 and thereforea
trajectoryon D' at any time tois always on D'. It followsthat v"(t) also remains
in the regionat- > 1. Thereforethe limitsets L(v') and L(v") of v'(t) and v"(t)
are the same. However,equations (5) have the importantadvantage of giving
a non-trivialmotionon D' itself.
5. Trajectorieson D'
Trajectoriesof (5) startingon a' = 1 remainon a'
givenby

=

1, theirmotionbeing

ddf = Fm(u') - (u, Fm(u'))u'.

(6)

The trajectoriesof this systemon the sphereD' will give informationabout
the structureofL(v').
However in its presentform(6) is a systemof threeequations in the three
variablesx', y', and z' withtherestriction
xf2+ y'2 + z'2 = 1. In practicethe
formof the trajectorieson and near D' can be investigatedmoreeasily by using
local coordinateson D', so that the motionof (6) on D' is givenby an ordinary
2-dimensionalsystemand the motion of (5) near D' by an ordinary3-dimensional one. For example consideronly points (x', y', z') in E' with z' > 0. Let
= x'/z', 62 = y'/z', and r = z'(1 - (X'2 + y'2 + Zf2)I). Then the coordinates
0 and 62 of a point p, z' > 0, specifya line throughp whichintersectsD' in a
point ut,, and r is the projectionon the z' axis of the distancefromp to uN.
In termsof these coordinatesthe motion (5) becomes

(5a)

d-a)

m{X,(s1

1) -

1Y8(,1,

62 1)}

-=

EsQ-m D

Y22=
dT =

Y8( 1, 2, 1) - t2Y,(41, t
E.~m Ps8m{
m f Z(
1

do =

rsmlzl

22,

.9% 421 1)

1)}
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wheredt/dT= (1 + tl + 42),m-1) and Xm(x, y, z), Ym(x, y, z), Zm(x, y, z) are
the componentsof Fm(v). Points Q1 2,2
) with r = 0 are on D', so the
motionof (6) on D' becomesthe 2-dimensionalsystem

dr =

Xm(ni,

02, 1)

-

d2 =

Ym(ti X022 1)

-

dT

(6a)

dT

X
Zm(i ,2

02Zm(

X 1)

X2 X2, 1)

with4, and 62 local coordinateson D'.
6. General structureof L(v')
The positivelimitset of a motionin a compact set is closed and connected.
Also if a point q is in the limitset, and T(q) is a trajectorythroughq, then all
T(q) is also in the limitset.
Thus if v(t) passes througha point p and tends to P, and v'(t) and v"(t) are
solutionsto (4) and (5) passingthroughj-fp, we have always i-'L(v) = L(v') =
L(v") and by the remarksabove L(v") is a closed connectedunionoftrajectories
of (5) in D'. Hence
LEMMA 1. L(v') is a closedconnected
union of completetrajectories
of the twodimensionalsystem(6).
From thiswe have at once
THEOREM 1. If L(v') consistsof a singlepointu , thenuo mustsatisfytheequation Fm(u') PROOF. As

(uo, Fm(u'))u'

= 0.

L(v') contains u' it contains the completetrajectorythroughu0
as well. As u' in all L(v'), the entiretrajectoryis just the one point u' . Thereforeu' must be a singularpoint of (6). Hence the righthand side of (6) is zero
at uo0.
This theoremselectsthe possible asymptoticlines of approach to the critical
pointP. For ifv(t) tendsto P asymptoticallytangentto some line 1,the set L(v)
will be a singlepoint uo, the intersectionpoint of 1 and D, and this is only possible when F1uo = u0 satisfiesthe conditionofTheorem1. As no vectordistribution on the sphereD' can be freeof singularpoints,thereare always some possible asymptoticlines of approach.
To obtain furtherinformation
about L(v') two lemmaswill be useful.
Let T+(u') be the positive half trajectoryof (6) througha point u' on D',
and T-(u') the negativehalftrajectory.Then
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be twodisjointopen setson thesphereD'. If L(v') n A
containsany completetrajectory
of (6), and L(v') n B is notempty,thenthereare
points ul and u2 on L(v') n [D' - (A u B)] such that T+(ul) C D' - B
and T-(u2) c D' - B.
PROOF.If C is any set on D', let C(E) be the set of pointsv', v' = o'u', where
u' is in C and 1 < o' < 1 + E. Thus A(E) and B(-) are disjoint open sets in
D'(E), and D'(c) - (A(E) u B(E)) is closed in D'(E). From this it followsthat
any arc in D'(c) having points in A(E) and B(E) has points also in
D'(E)

-

(A (E) u B(E)).
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Suppose now that the conditionsfor Lemma 2 are satisfied.Let p be the
point of L(v') = L(v") whose completetrajectoryT(p) lies in A, and let p be
a pointofL(v") in B. By the definitionof L(v") thereare sequences t, -* oo,
??0 v"(tn) -+ p, v"(in) ->+ p. We may choosethe sequencesso that tn < tn <
in
tn+1 < tn+1 . Since v"(t) -* D', we may assumethat forall t > to, v"(t) is in D'(E).
For all n large enough v"(tn) will be in A(E) and v"(kn) in B(E). Hence the
closed arc of the trajectoryof v"(t) between v"(1n) and v"(tn) must intersect
D'(E)

-

D'(E)

-

(A(E) u B(E)), and as D'(E)-

(A(E) u B(E)) is closed, there is in fact a

firstintersectionpoint e-(n). Also, on the arc of trajectorybetweenv"(tn) and
e+(n) withD'(E) - (A(E) u B(e)). Thus we
v"(tn+l) thereis a firstintersection
have a series of open arcs E(n) in A (e) with end points e-(n), e+(n) in
(A(E) u B(E)). As v"(t) tends to D', so do the arcs, and the e-(n), e+(n)

will have points of accumulationon D'(A u B). By choosinga subsequence
Ie-(n') } we may assume that the e-(n') tend to E- on D', and that the correspondinge+(n') tend to E+. ClearlyE+ and E- are in L(v"). To proveLemma 2
it is onlynecessaryto show that T+(E-) and T-(E+) are in D' - B.
Let T(t) be the transformation
carryingeach point into its positiont seconds
later under the motiongiven by (5). Suppose that forsome to > 0 T(to)E- is
in B. Then we can finda neighborhood
N ofE- in D'(E) such that T(to)N c B(E).
In factwe may choose N so that even forthe closureN we still have T(to)N Ca
ofend pointse-(n'), and underthe transformaB(E). Now N containsan infinity
tion T(t) each traces out a path which begins with its arc E(n'). Since under
the transformation
T(to) each e-(n') goes into a point of B(E), T(t)e-(n') must
already have cut D'(E) - (A(E) u B(E)) forsome t, 0 < t ? to, and e+(n') is
the firstpossibleintersection.Thereforetheset U, U Uto t o T(t)N, contains

FIG. 1
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an infinityof completeclosed arcs E(n'). The points v"(tn,) are on the E(n')
and tend to p. As U is closed, p is in U. But if p is in U then T(t)p
is in T(to)N c B(E) forsome 0 ? t < to. However the trajectorythroughp
is in A for all t by hypothesis.This is a contradiction,so T(t)E- must be in
D - B forall t > 0.
T(- t), t > 0, is applied to E+, the argumentmay be
If the transformation
repeated to prove that T(-t)E+ is in D - B for all t > 0. This establishes
Lemma 2.
LEMMA 3. If C in D' is a closedcurvesolutionof (6), thenL(v') does not have
and interiorofC.
pointsin boththeexterior
PROOF. Let u' be a point of C, and let P be the plane normalto C at u' . As
C is closed, the motionthroughu' returnsand cuts P again at u'. It is well
knownthat under these circumstancesall the trajectoriespassing throughany
small circularneighborhoodN1 of u' in P will cut P again, and that
sufficiently
T which sends each point of N1 into its trajectory'snext
the transformation
intersectionwithP is an analyticmap of N1 into P.
Considerthe arc X in N1 consistingof the points o-u, a > 1. TX is again an
analyticarc in P and has the same end point u'. Considerthe intersectionsof
X with TX, either,(a), there are only a finitenumberof intersectionsin some
accumulateat u . In this second
neighborhoodof uo, or, (b), the intersections
case analyticityimpliesthat X and TX must actually coincidethroughoutsome
neighborhood.In case (b) the trajectoryarcs startingon X and endingon TX
forma band B, and B will have a minimumheight6 > O. Hence D'(6) - B
consistsoftwo disjointsets I and E, open in D'(6), withI containingthe interior
of C and E containingthe exterior.It is clear that a trajectorystartingon B
remainson B whilein D'(6), so no trajectoryin D'(6) can crossfromI to E.
Since the motionv"(t) tendsto D', it mustlie in D'(6) fort > to, and ifL(v")
has pointsin the interiorof C, v"(t) must be in I forsome t1 > to. Then v"(t)
can neverbe in E again, since it cannotcut B to crossfromI to E. Thereforein
case (b) L(v") can not have pointsin both the exteriorand interiorof C.
In case (a) choose a circularneighborhoodN2 in P so small that in N2 X and
TX intersectonlyat u' . Then the band B formedby arcs oftrajectoriesstarting
on X in N2 and endingon TX can be closed up by the portionP' of P lyingbetweenX and TX in N2 . See Figure 1. So now B u P' dividessome D'(6) into sets
E and I. If N2 is taken small enoughno vectorthrougha point of P' is tangent
to P, so trajectoriescrossP' only in one direction,say fromE to I. As before,
if L(v") has pointsin both I and E, then v"(t) must cross B u P' fromI to E,
and this is impossible.Hence in this case too Lemma 3 holds.
These lemmas will now be applied to the various trajectoriesthat are possible on D'.
7. Structureof L(v') when D' has only a finitenumberof criticalpoints
In this sectionit will be assumed that Fm(u') - (u', Fm(u'))u' vanishesonly
at isolated points on D'. The various possible trajectoriesof (6) on D' will be
consideredone by one and relatedto the structureof L(v').
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system
7a. Isolatedcriticalpoints.These criticalpointsofthe two-dimensional
(6) may be classifiedunder the headings stable, unstable, stable-unstable,or
centers.A criticalpoint will be called stable if thereare trajectoriesin D' tending to it with increasingt, and if no trajectorytends to it with decreasingt.
A point is unstableif trajectoriestend to it onlywitht decreasing.A point will
be called stable-unstableif there are some trajectoriestendingto it with increasingt, and otherswith decreasingt. From the generalclassificationof critical points of an analytic two-dimensionalsystem,see [1], we have that any
criticalpointwhichis neitherstable norunstablenorstable-unstableis a center.
On the relationof isolated criticalpoints to the set L(v') thereis the following
theorem.
THEOREM 2. If L(v') containsan isolatedcriticalpoint of (6) whichis stable,
unstable,or a center,thenL(v') is a singlepoint.
PROOF. Let p be a stable criticalpoint in L(v') and suppose that L(v') contains any otherpoint p'. Take a neighborhoodN(p) so small that p is the only
criticalpoint in the closureN(p), and so small that thereare no closed solution
curvesin N(p). For a small enoughN(p), p' will be in D' - N(p), and since p
is a completetrajectory,N(p) and D' - 2(p) are two sets satisfyingthe conditions for Lemma 2. Lemma 2 asserts that there are points u' and u'
on N(p) - N(p) with T+(u') and T-(u') entirelyin N(p). From the theoryof
limitsets,see [1], we knowthat the limitset of T-(u') lies in N(p) and is either
a single criticalpoint, a closed curve solution,or else consists of trajectories
linkingstable-unstablecriticalpoints. As thereare no closed curves or stableunstablepointsin N(p), the limitset of T-(u2) would be the singlecriticalpoint
p, but T-(u2) can not tend to p since p is stable. ThereforeL(v') containsno
second point p' if p is stable. If p is unstable the argumentmay be repeated
using T+(u') insteadof T (u').
If p is a centerthereare closed curvesolutionsC arbitrarilyclose to P which
containp in theirinteriors.Any otherpoint p' of L(v') would lie in the exterior
regionof some of these closed curvesand this would contradictLemma 3. This
provesTheorem2.
THEOREM 3. If L(v') containsan isolatedcriticalpointp of (6) whichis stablein
unstable,theneitherL(v') is p, or thereare positiveand negativetrajectories
to
p.
which
tend
L(v')
PROOF. Let the neighborhoodN(p) be formedas in the proofof Theorem2.
If p is not all L(v') then,as before,thereare trajectoriesT+(u'), T-(u2) which
are in L(v') and remainin N(p). If both trajectoriestend to p the theoremholds.
If one does not tend to p it tends to a closed curve or to a trajectorylinking
stable-unstablecriticalpoints. As we can take N(p) small enough to exclude
closed curves,the second possibilityis the only one, and the limitset consists
of trajectorieslinkingp to p. Since L(v') is closed these linkingtrajectoriesare
also in L(v') and since theytend to p withboth increasingand decreasingt the
theoremholds in this case too.
7b. Trajectoriestendingto a criticalpoint.From Theorem2 we have at once
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T+ (or T-) of (6) tendstoa stableor unstableisolated
THEOREM 4. If a trajectory
criticalpointp, thenT+ (or T-) is notin L(v').
PROOF. If T is in L(v') so is p, since L(v') is closed. But then,by Theorem2,
p is all of L(v').
7c. Trajectoriesnot tendingto a criticalpoint. For trajectoriesthat are not
closed curvesolutionswe have the following.
of (6) that
5. Let T+ (or T-) be a positive(or negative)halftrajectory
THEOREM
does not tendto a criticalpoint.If T+ (or T-) is not a closedcurvesolutionit is
notin L(v').
PROOF. If T+ is not closed and does not tend to one criticalpoint it must
(a) spiralto a closed curvesolutionof (6), or (b) spiralto a graphwhosevertices
are criticalpoints and whose sides are trajectorieslinkingthese criticalpoints,
the boundaryofa two-cellE2 containingT. See [2].
withthe wholegraphforming
will be called a generalizedclosed curve solution.
This last configuration
In case (a) if T+ is in L(v'), so is the closed curve C, since L(v') is closed. We
may suppose that T+ spirals to C fromthe interiorregion.Since T+ spirals to
C thereare no closed curves in the interiorregionwithinsome small distance
6 of C. Let B(6) be the set ofpointsin the interiorof C distantmorethan 6 from
small B(6') will containpoints of T+. B(6') is
C. If 6' < 6 is taken sufficiently
is open and containsC, whichis a completetrajectoryin
open and D' - B(')
L(v'). Hence Lemma 2 applies and assertsthat thereis a trajectoryT-(u2) starting on 3(b') - B(Y') and remainingin D' - B(6'). This trajectorycannot cross
C and hence remainsin a bounded regionfreeof singularitiesand closed curves
otherthan C. Hence it must spiralto C. This is a contradictionas positiveand
negativetrajectoriescannot both tend to C fromthe interior.It followsthat
T+ can not be in L(v').
If insteadof T+ we have the negativehalftrajectoryT-, we need onlyreplace
T-(u2) by T+(ui) in the precedingproof.
In case (b) essentiallythe same proofapplies. In place of the interiorregion
of C, the two-cellE2 is employedand the rest of the proofis unchanged.This
completesthe proofof Theorem5.
The closed trajectoriesexcludedin the precedingtheoremare relatedto L(v')
in a verysimplemanner.
6. Let C be a closed curve solution to (6). If C is in L(v'),
THEOREM
thenC = L(v').
PROOF. If L(v') # C there are points of L(v') - C arbitrarilynear C since
L(v') is a connectedset. We may assumethereare pointsofL(v') - C arbitrarily
near C and in the interiorregion.If thereare no closed curvesarbitrarilynear C
in the interiorregion,the trajectoriesthroughpointsofL(v') - C will be trajectories spiralingto C, see [1]. These trajectorieshoweverare in L(v') as their
only
startingpointsare in L(v'), and thiscontradictsTheorem5. Again referring
to the interiorof C, ifthereshouldbe closed curvesarbitrarilynear C, we could
selectone containingany givenpointp' of L(v') - C in its interiorand containing C in its exterior.This closed curve would contain points of L(v') in its in-
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teriorand itsexteriorand thiscontradictsLemma3. Thus in bothcases L(v') F C
leads to a contradiction.
7d. PossiblesetsL(v'). On a spherewithisolated criticalpointsthe onlypossible trajectoriesare critical points, trajectoriestending to a critical point,
closed curve trajectories,trajectoriesspiralingto a closed curve solution,and
trajectoriesspiralingto a generalizedclosed curvesolution.See [2].
L(v') is always a unionof trajectories.By the precedingtheoremstrajectories
tendingeitherpositivelyor negativelyto criticalpoints that are not stableunstable can not be in L(v'). Also those that spiral positivelyor negativelyto
closed curve or generalizedclose curve solutionsare ruled out. Using also Theorems2, 3, and 6 we obtain Theorem7.
THEOREM
7. If D' has onlyisolatedcriticalpoints,thenL(v') is a singlecritical
pointof (6), a singleclosedcurvesolutionof (6) or a graphwhose1-cellsare trajectoriesand whoseverticesare stable-unstable
criticalpoints.In this last case each
vertex
is approachedbya positiveand a negativetrajectory
ofthegraph.
Althoughthe possible limit sets L(v') resemblesomewhatthe possible limit
sets of a motionon D', it is not true that a trajectoryin L(v') is necessarilyin
the limit set of some motionon D'. This is shown by the followingexample.
Let the motionnear the criticalpointbe givenby

dx = (x3 -x2Z

+

xy2 -

2xyz+ y2z) + (-xz

dy = (X2y -2xyz + y3 - 2y2Z) +
dt
dz= (x2Z + y2Z- 2yz2)+ (_ Z4).

(-XZ3

+ YZ

-

')

- yz3)

These equations give rise to a motionin E' near D'. We will consideronly
points in E' with z' > 0. For these points we may use the coordinates41, 42,
v describedin Section5. From (5a) we have that the motionnear D' is givenby
dti =

2 +

dr

(5a')

6=

__

dr
On the sphereD',

-

dr

r =

21

+

1)

-(-41)

+

2- 22)

+

-(22

0 and we have
-

-_=

(6a')

2+

dr
j_-

dr

=

-

1

+

22102,

t2

2(_1)
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= 0 is a criticalpoint. It can be verified
directlythat the family
so that t =
forthis equation.
curves
of
integral
a2
is
family
(2
a)2
a
0
+
=
of circles
=
and all tend to
circles
these
on
move
0
the
trajectories
on
Hence except
62
In
2.
particularthe
See
Figure
time.
decreasing
with
and
increasing
the origin
D'. However
on
1
in
motion
=
of
any
a
is
limit
set
the
the
circle
not
on
motion
it will appear that this trajectoryand the criticalpoint at the originformthe
limitset of a trajectoryv"(t) tendingto D'.

FIG. 2

Consider the equations (5a'). Let v"(t) be a solutionstartingat any point
12 = 1. It can be verifieddirectlythat this
cylinderis an integralsurfaceof (5a') so a trajectorystartingon it remainson it.
On the cylinderdr/dr = _2 So v' (t) tends toward? = 0, and t = 0 contains
= 0 alone, or also includes
its limitset. This set is eitherthe origint, = 6 =
the trajectoryon the circle 2 + (2 - 1)2 = 1. If the originalone is the limit
set, v"(t) eventuallyremainsinside an e-neighborhoodof it. However near the
Hence
originand on the cylinderwe have _- 2 + t2 < 0 So (d~i/dr) < -2.
r > 0 of the cylinder 2 + (%

|i(T)

-

-1(To)

I >

2f

(s) ds.

X| )
But (dr/dr) =
So t(T) = (r + r1(ro))-1 and therefore
I 1()r)-1(rand its limitset must
as r -- X. So v"(r) cannot remainin the E-neighborhood,
be both the originand the trajectoryon the circlea = 1.
It shouldbe noted that Theorem7 does not assertthat thereare onlya finite
numberof 1-cellsin the graphdescribedin the Theorem.For if thereis a closed
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nodal regionat some criticalpoint on D', any finiteor infiniteunion of trajectoriesfromthis closed nodal regionwill forman admissiblegraph.
8. Structureof L(v') when D' has a curve of criticalpoints
Suppose that Fm(u') - (u', Fm(u'))u' vanishes for an infinityof points
of thesepointsone
(x', y', z') on D', but not forall pointson D'. For an infinity
of the coordinates,say z', is not zero. Settingx' = Liz' and y' = 62Z' and rememberingthat on D' wherez' F 0, (1 + 01+ 6)z'2 = 1, we have
(7)

(1 +

01+

02)4(m+2){Fm(u')

-

(u', Fm(u'))u'}

= P(1

, 22)

whereP(%1, 62) is a vectorwhosecomponentsPi are polynomialsin 4, and 62 of
of values
degree < m + 2. As the entirevectorP(%1, 42) vanishesforan infinity
of zeros in commonand
of t, and 42 the Pi taken in pairs musthave an infinity
42)
so have commonfactors.Hence we may writeP( 1, W2) = P'(%1, 62)4'(%1,
where0' is a polynomialin t, and 6 , and wherethe componentsof the vector

P' haveonlya finite
As P( 1, 62)
number
ofzerosincommon.

= P((x'/z'),

(y'/z'))

is of degree <m + 2, multiplying
both sides in (7) by (Z,)m+2 gives on D'.
Fm(u') - (u', Fm(u'))u' = PffW)').

(8)

Here p"(u') and the componentsof P"(u') are polynomialsin x', y', and z', and
P"(u') vanishes at only a finitenumberof pointsz' 5 0 on D'. As an infinite
of zeros on z' = 0 can thenbe dealt within the same way, we may assume that
P"(u') has only a finitenumberof zeros on D'.
on D'. The trajectoriesof (6) on D' can nowbe studied
8a. Possibletrajectories
by relatingthem to the trajectoriesof
(9)

du'

dt = P"(u'),

and (9a),

du'
d = -P f(u').

Let uf be a point of D', with T+ the positivetrajectoryof (6) throughit. If
of(uf) = 0, then uf is a criticalpoint of (6) which is not necessarilyisolated,
and T+ is a singlepoint.
If c"(uo) > 0, let T+1be the positive trajectoryof (9) throughuf, while if
(u < 0 let Tt1be the positivetrajectoryof (9a) throughuf. Let A be the
algebraiccurveoff(u') = 0. There are thentwo possibilities,(1) T+ intersectsA,
(2) T+ does not intersectA.
In case (1) we may assume withoutloss of generalitythat O"(uo) > 0. Then,
up to the firstintersection
pointp of T+ and A, the trajectoryT+ lies in a region
where (6) and (9) differonly by a positivescalar factor.Thereforethe motion
u(t) of (6) throughuo pursuesthe same path T+ beforethe intersectionpointp,
and tends to this criticalpointp as t -- x. In this case then T+ is always a trajectorytendingto a point on the curveA of criticalpoints.
In case (2), as T1 does not intersectA it lies always in the same component
of D' - A, and therefore
is always in an open regionthroughoutwhich (6) and
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(9) differonly by a positivescalar factor.Thereforethe motionu(t) of (6) has
the same limitset as T4 . Hence To has forits limitpointsa set whichis; (a),
a criticalpoint of (9); (b), a closed curve solution of (9); (c), a generalized
closed curve solution of (9). Since the limit set may contain points of A, in
cases (b) and (c) it will not always consistof a closed curveor generalizedclosed
curvesolutionto (6).
8b. Structureof L(v'). The possible trajectorieson D' have been listed,now
considerthe possiblelimitsets L(v'). Theorems2, 3, and 4 referonlyto isolated
criticalpointsand trajectoriestendingto isolated criticalpoints,and the proofs
of these theoremsare also unaffectedby the existenceof an infinityof zeros on
D', so Theorems2, 3, and 4 stillhold. Theorem5 holdstoo witha slightmodification in the proof,fortrajectorieson D' not tendingto a criticalpointtend to a
closed curve solutionor generalizedclosed curve solutionof (9) or (9a) rather
than of (6). However,as before,we can formthe set B(6') so that thereare no
closed curvesolutionsof (9) in E2 - B(Y') whereE2 is the interiorof the closed
curve or generalizedclosed curve.Also, as T+ does not cut A, and A has onlya
finitenumberof components,it is easily shown that there are no points of A
in E2 - B(Y') for6' small enough.Now applyingLemma 2 we prove as before
that if T+ is in L(v'), thenthereis a trajectoryT-(u2) startingon R(8') -B(Y)
and remainingin E2- B(Y'). As (9) and (6) differin E2- B(Y') onlyby a positive scalar factorthis impliesthe same behaviorfora trajectoryof (9) and this
leads to the contradictionwhich originallyproved Theorem 5. So Theorem 5
holds.
With similarchangeswe can prove a slightlymodifiedTheorem6.
THEOREM
6a. If L(v') containsa closedcurvesolutionC of (9), thenL(v') = C.
Of course the closed curve solutionsto (6) are closed curve solutionsto (9).
Applyingthese theoremsto the possible trajectorieson D' we have Theorem7a.
of criticalpoints,butalso somenon-critical
THEOREM
7a. If D' has an infinity
points,thenL(v') is a singlecriticalpoint of (9), a closedcurvesolutionof (9),
and negatively
or a union of pointsof A and trajectories
whichtendbothpositively
criticalpoints.
eithertopointsofA or tostable-unstable
By applyingLemma 2 it is possibleto obtain considerablymoreinformation
about the sets occurringin the thirdcase of Theorem7a, howeverthis will not
be carriedout here.
In both cases, with a finiteor infinitenumberof criticalpoints,we see from
7 and 7a that L(v') eithercontainscriticalpoints,or is a closed curve C. Geometricallythis means that a trajectorytendingto a criticalpoint eitherpasses
arbitrarilyoften arbitrarilyclose in directionto the unit vectors satisfying
Fm(u) - (u, Fm(u))u = 0, or else must spiral in asymptoticallyto a cone. The
only allowable cones being those whose intersectionC with the unit sphere is
a closed curvesolutionto (6). This remarkalso holds vacuouslyin the one case
that still remainsto be considered,and hence for all possible critical points.
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9. Structureof L(v') when everypointof D' is critical
When Fm(u') - (u', Fm(u'))u' vanishes on all D', the points (u', Fm(u')) =
0 on D' are identicalwith the points wherethe entirevectorFm(u') vanishes,
and as this vector was assumed not identicallyzero, (u', Fm(u')) is not zero
for all points of D'.
Consider then the equations

(10)

d= _

=m

F8(u'))

(F'-)1(u',

d - 28- +1 (a'-1)8-(m+)
dt

{F8(u') -(u', F8(u'))u'}

whichdifferfromequations (5) by a factor(aT' - 1). On D' (10) becomes
(11)

da' = (u', Fm(u')),

du' = F.+I(u') -(u')

Fm+l(u))uf.

Now let v"(t) be a motionof (5) tendingto D', and let v"'(t) be a motionof
(10) througha point of the trajectoryof v"(t). v"'(t) traces throughthe trajectoryof v"(t) and eithertendsto D' as t -+o, or reachesD' forsome t = to.
If v"'(t) tendsto D' as t -+ o it can containin its limitset onlypointsof D'
and hence only pointswhose entiretrajectoriesare in D'. Call the set of these
trajectoriesS. Since in this case v"'(t) and v"(t) remainin a regionwherethe
vectorfieldsof (5) and (10) differonlyby a positivescalar, theirlimitsets are
the same, and therefore
L(v') c S. Also S is clearlya subset ofthe set of points
of D' satisfying
do'/dt= 0. Hence foreverypoint of S, Fm(u') = 0.
In the othercase let tobe the firstt forwhichv"..(to)is on D'. Then clearly
v"(t) tends to this point as t -- c, so L(v') = (v"'(to)). ThereforeTheorem8
holds.
THEOREM
8. If Fm(u') - (u', Fm(u'))u' is always zero on D', thenL(v') is
eithera singlepointor a connected
seton whichall components
of Fm vanish.
This impliesthat unless the componentsof Fm have some commonfactor,
L(v') is always a point.
9a. Trajectoriestendingto P. If Fm(u') - (u', Fm(u'))u' is always zero it is
easy to show that thereactually are trajectoriestendingto the originalcritical
pointP.
Clearly a trajectoryof (10) cuts D' at every point wheredo'/dt $ 0. The
portionof such a trajectoryoutsideD' is a path of a motionof (5) whichtraverses the trajectoryin one directionor the otherand hence tends to D' either
as t -> o or as t -+ - x. Thereforewe have Theorem9.
THEOREM
9. If Fm(u') - (u', Fm(u'))u' = 0 forall unit vectors
u', thenthere
is a positiveor negativetrajectory
to
the
critical
tending
pointasymptotically
tangent
to everyline whoseunitvectorsatisfiestheinequalityFm(u') T$ 0.
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10. Extensionto higherdimensions
Theorems1, 8, and 9 stillhold if the v in equation(1) is an n-vector.The proofs
are unchanged.
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